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One way in which we figure out how people are feeling is by looking at
their faces. Being able to do this allows us to react in the right way in social
situations. But, are young children good at recognizing facial expressions
showing emotion? And how does this ability develop throughout childhood
and the teenage years? Children are able to recognize certain emotions very
well when they are just 6 years old, but become better at recognizing other
emotions as they grow older. At all ages, girls seem to have less difficulty
than boys in recognizing emotions. Hormones that our bodies produce at
puberty do not only influence how our bodies develop but also influence
how our brains develop and how we change emotionally. Understanding
more about the typical development of emotion recognition can guide us
in helping children who have difficulties with these skills.

INTRODUCTION
Have you ever thought about how you can tell what somebody else is feeling? Sometimes, friends might tell you that they are feeling happy or sad
but, even if they do not tell you, I am sure that you would be able to make a
good guess about what kind of mood they are in. You might get a clue from
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the tone of voice that they use. For example, they may raise their voice if
they are angry or talk in a shaky way if they are scared. The other main clue
you might use to tell what a friend is feeling would be to look at his or her
facial expression. We have lots of muscles in our faces which enable us to
move our face into lots of different positions. This happens spontaneously
(without us planning for it to happen) when we feel a particular emotion.
Look away from this article and try to make your face look how it would if
you were feeling sad. Have you turned down your mouth and maybe looked
down with your head and eyes? Isn’t it amazing that the way we feel makes
our faces behave in a particular way?
Scientists have discovered that, all across the world, humans tend to display
the same expressions in response to various emotions. So, if you looked at an
Eskimo from Canada, a school child from the USA, or a farmer from India,
their facial expressions would look very similar if they were feeling sad. There
are set patterns for how the facial muscles move, and therefore how the face
looks, that are the same across different countries, cultures, and ethnicities.
This was demonstrated over 40 years ago by scientists Ekman and Friesen [1]
and has been confirmed many times since. All across the world, the emotions
of happiness, sadness, anger, fear, disgust, and surprise are shown on our faces
in similar ways (see Figure 1). The ability to recognize how somebody might
be feeling is a very important skill in life, as it enables us to respond appropriately in social situations with our family, friends, teachers, and even strangers.
Do you think we are born able to recognize facial expressions or that this is
a skill we learn as we grow, in a similar way to how we might learn to talk
or read or write? Well, to some extent, the answer is a bit of each. Scientists
have done experiments with babies as young as 7 months old to show that
when they look at two faces with different facial expressions, they are able to
tell the difference between the two expressions. Some of you may be thinking, “how do the scientists know that the babies can tell the difference, if
they can’t talk?” Good question! One of the ways they do this is to measure
the time that babies look at different types of facial expressions. Babies will
look at certain facial expressions (for example, fear) longer than others.
Figure 1
Children from different
countries, cultures, and
ethnicities use the same
facial expressions to show
emotions.
What are these children
feeling? Credit: http://
streetsill.com

Figure 1
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This increased amount of time spent looking tells us that the babies can
see a difference between different facial expressions. However, the ability
to accurately say which emotion someone is feeling based on their facial
expression improves a lot between early childhood and adulthood. Although
we have some ability to do this early on in life, we get much better at this
skill as we grow older. The researchers Herba and Phillips [2] discuss this
in their 2004 review of the topic.
Even though lots of scientific studies have been conducted looking at the ability to recognize emotions, there are no previous studies that look at emotion
recognition abilities in children from 6 to 16 years using the same test with all
children. Some studies have used techniques that ask children to match faces to
the names of emotions. Other tests make complicated emotions by combining
pictures of two different facial expressions and determine children’s ability to
judge which of the two emotions is shown. We felt it was important to look
at a large age range using the same test on all children, because in order to
understand how an ability develops, it is important that you are making fair
and balanced comparisons.
Why is it important to know how good children are at recognizing facial
expressions? You may think this is a rather boring topic to study. There are
two main reasons this interests us. First, it is important to understand how
and when this skill develops in childhood, so that we will know whether
children are similar to adults in figuring out how people are feeling. If
children are not as good at telling how people are feeling from their facial
expressions, it might be helpful for parents or teachers to give the children
extra clues. For example, maybe a teacher should not only give the class an
angry look but also explain to the class that she is feeling angry because
they would not stop talking. Second, not all children develop the ability to
recognize emotions in the typical way, and this can have a big impact on
how they are able to get along with people. We sometimes see difficulties
recognizing emotions in children with behavior problems and those with
autism. Furthermore, Collin and others [3] reported that children with a
wide range of mental health difficulties (from attention deficit hyperactivity disorders to eating disorders) can experience difficulties recognizing
emotion from facial expressions. If we are able to find out how children
generally score on emotion recognition tests, then we can identify those
children who have difficulties and provide them with extra help in developing these skills. In a similar way to a child who receives additional help
because they have difficulty reading books, we might be able to offer help
to children who have difficulty in reading faces.

STUDY
For our study, we tested 478 children from primary schools (aged 6–11 years)
and secondary schools (aged 11–16 years) within the UK. Their parents gave
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permission for them to take part in the study. A computerized version of an
emotion recognition test, which was designed by Ekman and Friesen [4], was
developed for this study, which asked children to choose the emotion they
thought people were feeling based pictures of facial expressions. Sixty pictures of faces (10 of each emotion) were shown one at a time on a computer
screen (see Figure 2 for some examples). For each face, children clicked on
the emotion label (happy, sad, angry, fearful, disgusted, or surprised) that
best described what they thought the person in the picture was feeling. Each
child got a score (out of 100) for recognizing the emotions shown in the facial
expressions.

RESULTS
When we looked at the results from the tests we made some interesting
discoveries. First, we found that children as young as 6 years old are able to
correctly recognize facial expressions some of the time. However, as children
get older they become consistently better at recognizing facial expressions
(see Figure 3). Another interesting finding was that girls seemed to find this
test easier than boys and judged more of the emotions correctly. This means
that, on the whole, girls have an easier time knowing what people might be
feeling based on their facial expressions.
Do you think it would be equally easy to recognize whether somebody is
feeling sad or whether they are feeling fearful? The results of this study
Figure 2
Different facial expressions
of emotion from the test
created by Ekman and
Friesen [4] and used in our
study.

Figure 2
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Figure 3
Line graph showing
emotion recognition
accuracy for boys and
girls. Accuracy improves
across childhood and
adolescence and girls are
more accurate than boys
at all ages.

Figure 3

s uggest it is not. Really, young children are very good at recognizing some
facial expressions. The emotions of happiness, sadness, and anger were
recognized almost as well by the 6 year olds as they were by the 16 year
olds! This tells us that, even as a young child, you were probably quite good
at telling when your mum was angry with you, just by looking at her face.
I am sure you can picture the look now! However, other expressions (such
as fear, disgust, and surprise) seem a bit trickier to figure out, and our ability to recognize these emotions improves throughout childhood and the
teenage years (Figure 4).
One factor that may influence the improvement in recognizing emotions
during the teenage years is the hormones that your body produces. As you
grow from a child into an adult, your body changes in various ways and
these changes are caused by hormones which are released in your body.
The process is called puberty. The hormones released make you grow taller
and your body become more adult-like in its appearance, but did you know
that these hormones also affect how your brain develops? Scientists who
study the brain [5] have found that changes in the way the brain develops
during puberty are related to changes in behavior. Brain cells re-organize
their connections with each other during this time and it is possible that,
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Figure 4
Chart showing that the
ability to recognize
different emotions
develops at different ages.
Emotion symbols are
shown when children at
that age can accurately
recognize that emotion 7
out of 10 times. The
emotions examined are
listed in the key.

Figure 4

during this reorganization, our ability to recognize emotions gets a little
worse before it starts to improve (see Figure 3). Even though young children
in our study were good at recognizing angry faces, they got even better at it
during the teenage years. We found that the ability of children and teenagers to recognize facial expressions of anger and disgust was related to the
stage of puberty they were in. Those children who were more developed in
terms of their puberty were significantly better at recognizing anger and
disgust than those who were in an earlier stage of puberty. This suggests to
us that the same hormones that produce the physical changes associated
with puberty also cause changes in your brain that improve your ability to
recognize certain emotions. Not only do the hormones make you become
more adult-like physically but they also help you to become more adultlike emotionally too.

CONCLUSION
In our research, we wanted to understand the development of facial emotion
recognition skills throughout childhood and the teenage years. Our study has
shown us that:
• Children as young as 6 years old are good at recognizing expressions of
happiness, sadness, and anger.
• We get better at recognizing other emotions as we get older.
• Our ability to recognize facial expressions of emotion improves throughout
childhood and the teenage years.
• Girls seem to have less difficulty than boys at recognizing facial expressions
of emotion.
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• Children improve in their ability to recognize expressions of anger and
disgust as they move through puberty.
These results are interesting because they tell us more than we previously
knew about how the ability to recognize facial expressions develops through
childhood and the teenage years. This information could be useful for people
who work with children and teenagers. The results from the study could be
used to compare the emotion recognition skills of any young person, aged
between 6 and 16 years, to other children their age. In this way, children who
have difficulties in recognizing facial expressions could be identified in the
same way that children who have difficulties with reading may be identified
using reading tests.
Our ability to recognize emotions in other people has a big impact on how
well we are able to get along with people in social situations. A difficulty
in this skill could lead to problems in making and keeping friendships,
getting along with others, and behaving appropriately in social situations.
Children identified with difficulties in emotion recognition could potentially receive extra support to help develop these skills, which may help
them cope better in social situations. Next time you look at someone and
think you know what they are feeling just from how their face looks, think
how difficult it would be if you could not use information from faces
in this way. Just like having problems reading books, having difficulties
reading faces can make life pretty tricky at times. The more we can find
out about this skill, the more we can help people who may have problems
with emotion recognition.
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